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The perfect hail protection system for the fruit growing business
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The WIESEL System is an innovative offer for professional fruit growers. This system, based on long-standing professional experience and
the unique inventive genius, has been elaborated from farmers for farmers to become the best system Europe-wide. The WIESEL System
stands for highest safety standards, impressive functionality and a long service life.
Characteristic features of the WIESEL System are:
Raster formation by the joint screw connection of the line and
cross net wires at the highest point (Firstfix), it is possible to
evenly distribute the emerging loads across the entire
Plantation: By installing the cross wire over the net, no
underlying crosswire rope is needed, and thus a better and
more regular hail emptying can be ensured.

Scatter damage: The net curtain midway of the machine track
and the ideal emptying considerable decrease scatter damage
Free space to work: Due to the cross wire mounting over
the net more working space is available in the machine track
Hail net type WIESEL: The two-thread weaving with a machine
width of 2.9 mm x 8.9 mm is the optimal protection against
small and big hailstones.
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Firstfix caps optimise the
fixation of the ridge wire, hail
net and transverse wire.
The Firstfix caps protect the
net against damage with its
long butt straps
Firstfix (graphic 1)
Powerfirstfix (graphic 2)
Firstfix universal (graphic 3)
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Mounting – To make use of all
the Wiesel System benefits, it
is important to perfectly anchor
every plantation.
For this end we offer the suitable
anchor for every soil type:
Rambo (graphic 1)
stony and rocky soils
Bolt anchor (graphic 2)
loamy to heavy soils
Torpedo (graphic 3)
compact to sandy soils
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The WIESEL net connection is the optimised
net to net connection and minimises scatter
damage through the curtain technology
(individually selected curtain width).
It is extremely robust and adjusted to the
net loading capacity.
The WIESEL net connection is perfect in the
handling (one-hand operation possible!)
The WIESEL net connection can be removed
from old nets and again mounted on new
nets.

The Wiesel Winterfix is the quickest, easiest
and most economic solution for the winter
storage of hail nets.
It safeguards easy assembly and can be
opened from the ground without the use of
machines.
The Winterfix is favourably priced and
extremely robust!

If you have any questions, please get in touch with our Austrian company headquarters:
Fruit Security GmbH
Bundesstraße 278
A-8181 St.Ruprecht/Raab

Phone
Fax
E-Mail

+43 (0) 3178 / 28189
+43 (0) 3178 / 28189-4
office@fruitsecurity.com
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Please find our sales partners all over the world on:
www.fruitsecurity.com

